The Ultimate Safety Scalpel Handle

Reducing Sharps Injuries with Change-A-Blade™

Designed for Safety and Compliance

- Reduce incidence of sharps injuries
- Comply with OSHA¹, AORN² and The Joint Commission standards³
- Increase employee safety, job satisfaction and retention
- Limit your facility’s liability and exposure

Designed for Value and Performance

- Features an audible-click protective safety shield, a textured gripping surface and a clear field of vision with uninterrupted puncturability
- Meets “engineered controls” required by OSHA
- Retains the surgeon’s preferred scalpel handle feel—weight, balance, quality and performance, and works with their choice of stainless steel or carbon steel blades (sizes 10, 11 & 15—or equivalent)
- Single-patient use
- Comes with a removable TIME OUT Sleeve™

Make a positive change for improved safety and compliance. Protect your team with Change-A-Blade™
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